Looking for more suggestions?

MHL has a number of services to help you find books and other materials that you might enjoy!

NoveList and BookBrowse will help you find new titles based on other books you’ve enjoyed. Find these two services at https://www.mhl.org/online-resources/databases.

Visit https://www.mhl.org/book-recommendation-newsletters to sign up for monthly suggestions of bestsellers to travel to romance and more!

Or, fill out our reading suggestions survey and a teen librarian will email you personalized book recommendations: https://mhl.org/teenbookrecs

Catwoman : soulstealer
by Sarah J Maas
Two years after escaping Gotham City’s slums, Selina Kyle returns by day as the mysterious, wealthy Holly Vanderhees, but by night, she teams up with Poison Ivy and Harley Quinn under the guise of Catwoman to wreak havoc throughout Gotham City—and she just may be Batwing’s undoing as she tangles with him at night and her devilishly handsome neighbor, Luke Fox, by day.

Spill zone : The Broken Vow
by Scott Westerfeld
Surviving her encounter with the Spill Zone only to manifest uncanny powers, Addison teams up with North Korean Spill Zone survivor Don Jae and the mysterious rag doll Vespertine to reclaim the pieces of her transformed life.

Blood water paint
by Joy McCullough
A first novel based on the true story of iconic artist Artemisia Gentileschi finds a talented young woman working as her famed artist father’s apprentice before becoming one of the world’s most talented painters in her own right, an achievement that is complicated by the brutal gender dynamics of 17th-century Rome.

Pride
by Ibi Zoboi
In a timely update of Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, critically acclaimed author Ibi Zoboi skilfully balances cultural identity, class, and gentrification against the heady magic of first love in her vibrant reimagining of this beloved classic.

Winter Reading Club 2018

from December 1, 2018 to January 2, 2019,
pick up and return a Winter Reading Club Bingo Board from any public service desk
(Childrens, Teen, Circulation, and Reference).
Show a complete row of activities to a staff member to win a free book. Complete the entire board to be entered into a drawing for an Andover Bookstore gift card!
The hate u give  
by Angie Thomas  
Caught between her poor neighborhood and her fancy prep school, sixteen-year-old Starr Carter becomes the focus of intimidation and more after witnessing the fatal shooting of her childhood best friend, Khalil, by a police officer.

Empress of all seasons  
by Emiko Jean  
During a once-in-a-generation competition to find the new empress, Mari, who hides a terrible secret, Taro, the prince who would denounce the imperial throne, and Akira, a half-human outcast, will decide the fate of Honoku.

The poet X  
by Elizabeth Acevedo  
The daughter of devout immigrants discovers the power of slam poetry and begins participating in a school club as part of her effort to understand her mother’s strict religious beliefs and her own developing relationship to the world.

The 57 bus  
by Dashka Slater  
Tells the true story of an agender teen who was set on fire by another teen while riding a bus in Oakland, a crime that focuses on the concepts of race, class, gender, crime, and punishment. MHL Teen Services Librarians and Andover’s Parent to Parent will host a discussion of The 57 Bus on January 17, 2019 at 6:30 pm for tweens, teens, and their caregivers. For more information visit https://mhl.org/57bus.

Check, Please! 1 : #Hockey  
by Ngozi Ukazu  
Eric Bittle may be a former junior figure skating champion, vlogger extraordinaire, and very talented amateur pastry chef, but being a freshman on the Samwell University hockey team is a whole new challenge. There’s checking and then, there is Jack—his very attractive but moody captain.

Hullmetal girls  
by Emily Skrutskie  
Aisha Un-Haad, seventeen, and Key Tanaka, eighteen, have risked everything for new lives as mechanically enhanced soldiers, and when an insurrection forces dark secrets to surface, the fate of humanity is in their hands.

Sadie  
by Courtney Summers  
Told from the alternating perspectives of nineteen-year-old Sadie who runs away from her isolated small Colorado town to find her younger sister’s killer, and a true crime podcast exploring Sadie’s disappearance.

Sometime after midnight  
by L. Philips  
Forcing a brief but intense connection with a famous social media star over a shared love of the same indie band, gay music prodigy Nate flees when he discovers his crush’s connection to the record label that destroyed his father’s life, only to become the subject of a romantic viral manhunt.

Hey, Kiddo  
by Jarrett J. Krosoczka  
Hey, Kiddo is a profoundly important memoir about growing up in a family grappling with addiction, and finding the art that helps you survive.

Children of blood and bone  
by Tomi Adeyemi  
Coming of age in a land where her magi mother was killed by the zealous king’s guards along with other former wielders of magic, Zelie embarks on a journey alongside her brother and a fugitive princess to restore her people’s magical abilities.

Finding Yvonne  
by Brandy Colbert  
Fearing she will not be accepted into her conservatory of choice in spite of her dedication to the violin after her mother’s abandonment, Yvonne bonds with a street musician before an unexpected pregnancy challenges her prospects.

On a Sunbeam  
by Tillie Walden  
A ragtag crew travels to the deepest reaches of space, rebuilding beautiful, broken structures to piece the past together. Two girls meet in boarding school and fall deeply in love—only to learn the pain of loss.

American road trip  
by Patrick Flores-Scott  
Brothers Teodoro and Manny Avila take a road trip to address Manny’s PTSD following his tour in Iraq, and to help T. change his life and win the heart of Wendy Martinez.